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 Acquisition of Chinese idioms is an effective way to improve the whole 
expression lever of Chinese learners as well as a problem to solve in the development 
of teaching Chinese as a foreign language. The current foreign Chinese idioms 
teaching pay most attention to errors analysis and the innovation of classroom 
instruction, but seldom to compiling teaching materials research, this teach how many 
idioms, teach what idiom problem has not getting good answer.  
By investigating Chinese idioms used the foreign students in the HSK dynamic 
composition corpora, we can find that, on one hand currently Chinese learners’ 
acquisition of Chinese idioms has some shortcoming, on the other hand the 127 
Chinese in the outline can not satisfy their expression.Teaching material should 
strengthen the input of Chinese idioms. Comprehensive course for teaching Chinese 
as a foreign language is the main part for the main task of vocabulary teaching, this 
paper discusses the comprehensive teaching material choice as the research object, the 
four sets of mainstream comprehensive Chinese textbook series of foreign album in 
the idiom of the way the system, the author finds some problems exist universally.  
In view of the above situation, an idea of the Chinese idioms’ choice and 
arrangement of the comprehensive Chinese teaching material is put forward in this 
paper. That is choosing Chinese idioms with appropriate manual intervention on the 
basis of frequency, and supplying some low frequency but very interesting Chinese 
idioms which are derived from historical allusion, fable, legend and folk proverbs. At 
the primary stage of compiling teaching materials, a right amount of Chinese idioms 
should be added into the text, and in the middle stage they should join some high 
frequency idiom by conscious.Finally, according to the frequency and characteristics 
of teaching Chinese as a foreign language, this paper tries to build a candidate 
Chinese idiom table for the comprehensive Chinese teaching material，and divides the 
core Chinese idioms into 3 levels. 
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